SAVI to Sharpen Data
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A longtime user of SAVI is the Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing
Partnership (INHP), a 25-year-old organization that works with several
partners to increase housing opportunities in the city and serves as a
catalyst for neighborhood development and revitalization. Of particular
value is the dynamic nature of the data that SAVI provides. Because new
information constantly flows into the system, INHP and its partners—
lending institutions, real estate agents, economic development
groups—have an up-to-date snapshot of an area. Partners can use the
snapshot to determine needs, resources and investment potential.
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Agencies that can present “hard facts” to validate the impact of their work
have an edge when competing for donor dollars, according to Glover. “The
(LEFT) Up-to-date information from SAVI helps Moira Carlstedt, president of the

nonprofit agency that builds the best argument is likely to do better in a
competitive funding market.”

Indianapolis Neighborhood Housing Partnership, analyze opportunities and challenges
in the communities INHP serves. (ABOVE) A screenshot of the SAVI database.
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